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Abstract. Dynamic load is one which changes with time quickly in comparison to the structure's natural

frequency. If it varies quickly, the activity must be determined with a dynamic analysis. Explosive loads and
impact loads are transients, or loads that are applied dynamically as one-half cycle of high amplitude. This
transient load is applied only for a specific and typically short period of time in the case of blast loads typically
less than one-tenth of a second. The response of the engineering structural building due to the reason of
periodic load RCC building structure has been severely damaged, collapse and develop cracks. Bomb blast
is the best example for impulsive load. To determine the response of a G+3 RCC building model in STAAD
Pro subjected to triangular, rectangular and sinusoidal impulsive force for 0.5 seconds with maximum
magnitude of 100kN. Effect of such loads on front, roof and side portion of the building studied. Observe that
the critical deformations obtained on the front and roof portion of building. Effect of deformation along height
of building was parabolic in nature with maximum deflection at top floor of building. It was also noted i.e
sufficient reinforcement should be provided in beam, columns and slabs to impart ductility to the building
against impulse loads.
There is more demand for construction of high buildings due to increasing urbanization and
population, earthquakes have the potential for causing the greatest damages to the high structures Earthquake
causes different shaking vibration at different locations and the damage induced in buildings at these
locations is also different. it is necessary to study variations in seismic behavior of multistoried R.C
building for different intensities of seismic in terms of various responses. For determination of seismic
responses it is necessary to carry out seismic analysis of structure using different available methods. In the
selection and scaling of “time history” records at least three records is required. The draft loading code, NZS
1170.5 (Standards NZ et al, 2004b), is more detailed in that. A family scale factor is then selected and applied
to all records such that at every period within the range of interest the spectral acceleration of at least one
record exceeds the target spectrum [Lam, et al, 2004]. This could act as a more accurate method of analysis
and would also development of performance based design procedure [Seth et al, 2004]. The types of loads
acting on Structures for buildings can be broadly classified as vertical loads, horizontal loads and
longitudinal loads [Kharatmol et, al, 2014,]. In a building construction some major factors considered are safety,
economy and quality. If the loads are adjudged and taken higher then economy is affected. If economy is
considered and loads are taken lesser then the safety is compromised. Although these floor vibrations are no
threat to structural integrity of the floor system. [Vilcekova et al, 2013].

The shown building structure is the reinforced concrete building analyzed for dynamic load. Length and width
of building is 8m and also height of the building 13m shown in figure also. The column criteria used (300mm *
300mm) and beam dimensions used (250mm * 250mm) and also the plate thickness (230mm) shown in figure
below.
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Fig:- STAAD model of used building.
The slab’s thickness is used as 230mm and the speed of wind is used as 47 m/sec. The Poisson’s ratio is taken
as 0.17. Load carrying is assumed as on the building 100 KN. Building is taken in category III according IS
code 875 part_3. Building is partially enclosed, the bottom portion of wall is fixed and analysis is carried out by
STAAD Pro software and version v8i. Impulse load evaluated at the front view of the building that is x-direction
and the side view is also include that is called z in direction to calculate area which has total area is 64m2.
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